
 
FAMILY PHYSICIAN WITH ADDITIONAL SKILLS: 

OBSETRICS, EMERGENCY MEDICINE OR ANAESTHESIA 
 

The Alexandra Marine and General Hospital (AMGH) and the Maitland Valley Family Health 

Team (MVFHT) are located in the beautiful community of Goderich on the shores of Lake 

Huron.  

 

Sandy beaches, famous sunsets, a heritage downtown, and leafy lakeside neighbourhoods 

combine to make Goderich a special place. Goderich boasts some of the finest recreational 

facilities, and organizations in the area. These include indoor and outdoor recreation, fitness 

centres, numerous nearby golf courses, watercraft marinas, and dozens of hiking trails, just to 

name a few. Cultural opportunities also abound with a vibrant local theatre scene, numerous 

annual music festivals, and the internationally known Goderich Celtic Roots Festival. Nearby, 

professional theatres are also found in the neighbouring communities of Stratford, Blyth and 

Grand Bend. Goderich is also home to a growing local food trade, craft beverage industry and 

hosts a weekend summer farmer's market.  

 

AMGH is the largest provider of acute care hospital services in Huron County, and the Maitland 

Valley Family Health Team is the largest Primary Care facility in the County.  

 

AMGH offers a range of services including 24-hour emergency, intensive care, obstetrics, 

general surgery, inpatient adult psychiatry and multi-site community mental health. The 

organization hosts a comprehensive range of specialty and regional healthcare services such 

as a renal dialysis satellite and Telestroke. 

 

The Maitland Valley Family Health Team is a collaborative team in a facility offering both 

primary care and health care programs and services.  

 
The ideal candidate will be an individual who can provide service at AMGH and maintain a 
rostered patient base at MVFHT. 
 
Specifically, we are seeking candidates with specialties in, Anesthesia, Obstetrics and 
Emergency Medicine. 
 
Come to Ontario's West Coast and enhance your lifestyle while fulfilling your needs for 

a successful career in medicine. 

 
Applications, including a detailed resume, should be forwarded to: Info1@mvmc.ca 
Applications will be forwarded to our Chief of Staff at AMGH, Dr. Shannon Natuik and our Lead 
Physician at the MVFHT, Dr. Hilary Watson 
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